### November 2014

#### 72° PERSONS

**PRISM**
- DEVENY – Transits
- Engineering

#### 42° WALL

**NASA42**
- Kron
- Engineering

#### 31°

**NASACam**
- J (J): MILINGO
- K (K): VANBELLE
- SKIFF
- GROUP
- M (M): SKIFF
- Transits
- Engineering

---

**Notes**

A. Highlighted dates show instrument changes (for any of the telescopes). Total in November: 4 (10 on weekends).

B. Names underlined in yellow indicate certified (or certified observer listed on observing request).

C. Program names in black on the 31° are robo mode, and those observers are considered certified.

D. MANDUSHEV – Transits

E. CLEMENS – AS102 class

F. MEECH – Comets

G. MANDUSHEV – Transit

H. LEVINE – KBOs and occultations (VR)

J. O’DELL – RW Ari

K. GENERIC ROBO

L. ANDERSON – Class (1st half only)

M. MILLER – Blazars

N. THIROUIN – KBO variability (Needs certification)